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INSIDE
CAN LABOUR 
WIN IN 2024? Sunday 

Socialist
Our Planet is in 

Crisis

INSIDE
Whatever happened to the 
Tory Party? David Middleton 
suggests that it has morphed 
into Labour

The planet is in crisis. We all 
face an existential challenge if  
we do not stop the continuing 

degradation of  the environment caused 
by pumping greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere, dumping plastic into our 
oceans, and destroying natural habitats 
like the rain forests. 
continued overleaf
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continued from front page
Never mind Sunak’s change 
of  heart on fracking. Climate 
Minister, Graham Stuart will 
no longer attend Cabinet 
meetings. Neither will COP26 
President, Alok Sharma. He 
is still our representative at 
COP27 in Egypt but has lost 
job as a minister at the Cabinet 
Office. Sunak is not even 
bothering to go. He claims 
he will be too busy with the 
budget. Environment Minister, 
Therese Coffey has defended 
him, describing COP27 as, 
“just a gathering of  people in 
Egypt.” She also claimed falsely 
that Joe Biden would not be 
attending. 
Coffey added inaction to 
ignorance when she announced 
that the government will 
fail to meet a legally binding 
deadline on October 31 to 
introduce a string of  planned 
environmental targets - 
including cutting the most 
harmful air pollution exposure 
by a third and raising species 
populations 10% by 2042.
The government’s indifference 
to the environment comes at a 
time when the UN has warned that the world is heading for "climate catastrophe", with 
most nations failing to meet their targets to reduce global warming. The government’s own 
figures show that the UK is projected to emit nearly double the amount of  pollution that it 
should do under its 2030s goals. Hardly surprising when you remember that this month the 
government made another 100 gas drilling licences available. And that’s without fracking.
Meanwhile the media continue to vilify Just Stop Oil for their campaign of  civil disobedience 
and ignore Extinction Rebellion’s travelling road show that aims to educate and activate 
protests around the country. But without these protests any news on climate and environment 
would be pushed even further down the agenda. 
One thing we have to do is challenge the belief  that the war in Ukraine and the cost of  
living crisis justify going back on climate commitments and stepping up our reliance on 
fossil fuels. What’s really needed is an influx of  investment in renewables. It would cost $25 
billion a year to bring electricity to every home in Africa by 2030. The world can afford it. 
Energy giant Shell made $9.5 billion profit in the last three months alone. More evidence 
that we need system change to stop Capitalism destroying the planet.
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Iran Protests Continue despite repression

It is six weeks since Mahsa Amini’s death in police custody, and protests 
continue to grow despite the repression. The fortieth day after a death 
is special in Iran and, although the authorities warned her family not to 

mark the occasion, thousands of  people jammed the roads into Mahsa Amini’s 
hometown of  Saqqez on Wednesday to visit her grave. They were part of  a 
larger set of  protests around the country. Police and military responded by 
firing live ammunition and tear gas into the crowds.
Demonstrations also continued on Thursday to remember the death of  Nika Shakarami, 16 
years old, whose body was found ten days after she was seen burning her hijab in a protest on 
20th September. These were also met with violence. The government claims she died after falling 
from a great height. But nobody believes that. Her final message on social media said that she was 
being pursued by security forces. Then her phone went dead, and her Telegram and Instagram 
accounts were deleted.
Secret police are using plain clothes officers to infiltrate protests and identify protesters who are 
later kidnapped on the streets and taken away. Women are targeted and subject to rape and torture 
in custody. This is in response to the unprecedented role of  women, especially young women, in 
leading the protests. Although the hijab is the symbol and the trigger for the revolt, it has widened 
to include other forms of  oppression and, in some cases, calls for regime change.

Repression
Despite repression the protests continue. Although the demonstrations are mainly led by young 
people, some older people are joining and they cover all sectors of  society: Like the revolutions 
of  the Arab Spring, people are united by their opposition to the regime, not by what they want 
instead. The diversity of  the opposition can be a strength. But the government is trying to exploit 
this diversity to sow division. It routinely describes the protests as riots that are promoted by 
America and Israel to undermine the regime.
If change is to come it needs the courage of the protesters to be matched by the clarity of their 
demands and the backing of the Iranian working class, particularly in the oil industry.  It was 
the mass demonstrations plus mass strikes in the oil industry that defeated the despotic rule of 
the Shah of Iran in 1979.

THE women in this photo were protesting in 1979. Their daughters took up the protest in 
2009. And now, in 2022, their granddaughters are fighting and dying for their freedom.

https://creatingsocialism.org/woman-life-freedom-protests-continue-in-iran/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2022/oct/27/iran-security-forces-fire-teargas-at-mourners-for-nika-shakarami-video
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University Staff  Vote for National Strike

Students support their lecturers in 2019 Image: Dave Middleton for Critical 
Mass Media Ltd

UNIVERSITY and College Union (UCU) members in 150 
universities have voted overwhelmingly in favour of  national 
strike action over pay, conditions and threats to their pensions. 

In the ballot on pay and conditions the vote for strike action was 81.1% 
with a turnout of  57.8%. In the pension ballot the yes vote was 84.9%, 
with a turnout of  60.2%.
UCU have rejected a pay offer of  3% which does not even come close to inflation. Instead, 
they want a rise to cover inflation plus 2% and an end to zero hours contracts. The size of  
the vote reflects members’ anger after years of  below inflation pay rises and the growth in 
fixed term contracts and zero hours contracts in a sector where job security used to be a 
guarantee of  academic freedom.  And the pensions issue which had seemed resolved three 
years ago keeps coming back. After a series of  strikes this year the University Superannuation 
Scheme ‘discovered’ that its assets had in fact recovered to pre-pandemic levels but has 
failed to restore the 35% cut it had imposed.
Of  course, senior management continue to enrich themselves with an average salary for 
the university bosses, the vice-chancellors, in excess of  £250,000 per annum with some 
topping £500,000. The 24 elite universities in the Russell Group are less than a sixth of  the 
150 universities but account for half  of  the total wealth in the university sector. Last year 
the Russell Group’s combined assets and income were valued at £31 billion. Their wealth 
gives them immense power in negotiations. But, since 2014 when the dispute over pensions 
began, the elite universities have tended to side with the Universities Superannuation Scheme 
(USS) demanding lecturers contribute more and institutions less. Much of  the debate has 
centred on valuations of  the scheme alleging that it was heading into deficit.
In September the University of  Cambridge confirmed that USS benefits could be restored at 
no extra cost. The university’s actuary advisors, who performed the analysis, also confirmed 
that restoring benefits would leave the scheme still in surplus. UCU General Secretary Jo 
Grady said at the time: ”we cannot simply rely on vice chancellors doing what is right, 
we must also show them our power.” The ballot result shows them precisely that.
The wealth of  the higher education institutions has grown alongside the growth in student 
debt. Since free tuition was abolished in 1998 and replaced by student loans, fees have risen 
much faster than pay and the total debt has grown to £182 billion.
 We should all show solidarity with the UCU in the months ahead as they take on fat cat 
universities who are bankrolled and backed by the Tory government.
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Fast-tracking asylum seekers – out of  the US

If  ANYONE was fooled into thinking that with Biden in the White House rather than 
Trump people would be treated more fairly or more humanely, they need only look 
at the situation facing refugees seeking safe harbour in the US, especially those from 

Venezuela, to see that is definitely not the case.
Immigrants who crossed the border from Mexico into the US earlier this month, who turned themselves in to 
immigration officials, were expecting to begin the process of  requesting asylum, just as other Venezuelan asylum 
seekers had done in recent months. Instead, they were detained by US border agents and returned to Mexico, 
where many sit outside the National Commission for Refugee Assistance (COMAR) in Mexico City. Agents 
turning them back have cited the policy known as ‘Title 42’, which enables US immigration authorities to expel 
migrants and asylum seekers to Mexico under the pretext of  the COVID-19 pandemic. Biden had promised to 
eliminate this measure, but instead, according to refugee rights advocates, the Biden administration is ‘embracing 
and misusing’ the policy.
There is confusion even amongst immigration officials as to the changing border policies with the most recent 
affecting the agreement between the US and Mexico where the US agreed to grant 24,000 humanitarian visas 
to Venezuelan asylum seekers. But always worth checking the small print; this excludes those entering by land, 
the means by which many do enter. The powers of  Title 42 to carry out ‘fast track’ deportations, specifically of  
Venezuelan nationals, have also been expanded.
Eunice Rendon of  Agenda Migrante, an NGO which promotes migrants’ rights in Mexico, said: “These can’t 
even be called deportations. This deportation under Title 42 is an expedited deportation. People aren’t given their 
due process; they’re simply detained and left on the border with Mexico without a chance to request asylum.”
Ms Rendon and other human rights organisations say the new restrictions announced by the Biden administration 
are likely to harm the tens of  thousands of  under-age migrants and asylum seekers who come through Mexico 
on their way to the US.
“That’s another thing that worries me about these transit visas,” says Rendon. “It’s been announced that 
unaccompanied minors are not candidates for these visas, despite the fact that unaccompanied minors have 
accounted for a significant part of  the migration phenomenon since 2014. This includes Venezuelans.”
There is increasing pressure on migrant shelters and refugee organisations in Mexico and experts there say one 
thing that could help ease the pressure in the short term is for Title 42 to be removed altogether, but that’s unlikely 
to happen. Although it was put into place by former president Trump it has been Joe Biden who has utilised it 
more. 
We in Britain should take heed –  the not so blatantly right-wing leader is not always the lesser of  two evils.

https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/guide-title-42-expulsions-border
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No, of  Course I’m not Superstitious

by Mel Cakey

My dear Nan was superstitious
And she owned an enormous book.

It was a complete encyclopaedia
And I'd often take a look.

It listed many superstitions
From ‘A’ right through to ‘Z’

I’d read it after school,
And with my torch in bed.
I learned of  all the things

That were said to change one’s luck.
That it’s bad to walk under a ladder

But good to step in muck.

If  you drop a knife in the kitchen,
Don’t pick it up from off  the floor.

But if  someone does it for you,
Their luck will be better than before.

Don’t sing before your breakfast.
Don’t wear a hat indoor.

Don’t cut your nails on Fridays.
Don’t step over a baby on your floor.
If  you break the bathroom mirror,
You’ll have bad luck for seven years

For every grain of  salt you spill,
You’ll cry that many tears.

Don’t pour tea from the teapot
That has been poured by someone before.

Don’t put new shoes on the table.
And hang a horseshoe on your door.

If  you see a single magpie,
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Always say “Good Day” I was told.

But if  I see five or six,
I’d be rewarded with silver or gold.

It has always been bad luck
To invite thirteen people round to eat.
The first visitor on New Year ’s Day,

Will bring bad luck if  they have flat feet.
If  a black cat crosses your path,

That will bring much good luck to you.
And if  you ever get married,

Pop a silver sixpence in your shoe.

On every single Hallowe’en, 
To keep bad spirits away,

We’d carve a pumpkin for by the door
Which I still do to this very day.
Some superstitions made sense,

But most of  them are quite absurd.
I get the one about ladders,

But not spying a lone black and white bird!
When I grew up and moved out of  home,

I tried to ditch these beliefs if  I could,
But it’s much harder than I thought to forget them.

Still, I’m getting there slowly.  Touch wood!

The End

Image by j851217 
from Pixabay
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Sunak vs 
Starmer

WE have a new Prime Minister and within days of him taking office he was 
up six percent in the polls and beating the illustrious - some would say hapless 
- leader of the opposition Keir Starmer by one percent in the ‘Best PM’ poll 
conducted by Redfield and Wilton.
It is not clear how Sunak has managed this given that the re-appointment of 
Suella Braverman as Home Secretary, just a week after her dismissal by Liz 
Truss for breaching security, caused an uproar both within the Tory Party and 
without. Many people thought that reappointing her would spell disaster for 
Sunak, already flailing under an assault by racist members of the Tory party, 
who were gleefully posting on social media that they had cancelled their mem-
bership Because a person of colour was now leading their party.
But somehow, he has been able to get through his first week with a faint scent 
of success which will have the opposition closeted with their focus groups de-
ciding on their next line of attack. Sunak has plenty of weaknesses, but Starmer 
and his team are not in a strong position to exploit those weaknesses.
Showing an astounding lack of self-awareness, the LOTO used PMQs to 
question the new Prime Minister’s integrity. We have seen how little integrity 
Starmer has since he took over the leadership of the Party and would be hard 
pushed to decide who had less - him or Sunak. Labour supporters might have 
wished the LOTO to focus more on the cost of living crisis which is at the fore-
front of everyone’s minds but when there’s a chance of taking what looks like a 
winning shot at the Tories, the Labour leader will go for personality rather than 
politics, and even then, he often misses the wide open goal yawning in front of 
him. 
The mainstream media has of course been divided as to who came off better in 
Sunak’s first PMQs and there is a case for both sides. But it is worth noting that 
Sunak has reinstated the ban on fracking and that it was he as Chancellor who 
reversed his own party’s cuts in Corporation Tax, by hiking it from 19p to 26p, 
which was one of Starmer’s pledges and yet one he voted against when it came 
to the Commons. Those familiar with his ten broken pledges are well aware of 
this one.
Sunak has said “We will have to take difficult decisions to restore economic 
stability and confidence,” while Starmer has said “I know there are going to be 
tough choices… Tough choices that mean we can’t do some of things that we 
want to do as an incoming Labour government.” There is not as much which 
divides these two as one might expect.
Not only is Rishi Sunak, at 42, the UK’s youngest Prime Minister but he is also 
the first British Asian to hold the position, and he is up against a 60 year old 
white man, and a knight. If one were to just look at these two men, they could 
be forgiven for wondering just who the Tory is and who is Labour. 
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Compiled by Susie Granic

Brazil’s  Election Going To The Wire
The results of  Brazil’s elections should be in tonight and, what looked like an easy win for left-wing 
candidate Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva just a couple of  months ago, is now looking a lot closer in the 
race between him and the current president, Jair Bolsonaro. The latest Datafolha poll shows Lula with 
53% of  valid votes and Bolsonaro with 47% so too close to call at present. Over the last few weeks 
the contest has become more heated, and, much as we saw here in the UK, smears are being used to 
undermine Lula, with tales of  him planning to close churches and being linked to Satanism. Wouldn’t 
it be nice if  elections were decided on policies?

NHS Waiting List Backlog
A record number of  people are waiting for NHS treatment according to the BMA, with more than 
seven million people waiting for treatment with 387,257 patients waiting over a year for treatment,  
more than 375 times the 1,032 people waiting over a year pre-pandemic in July 2019. The BMA 
states that despite improvements in 2021 and 2022 compared to the first year of  the pandemic, the 
number of  electives and outpatient attendances being carried out now is still well below pre-pandemic 
levels. They are concerned about the problems this will cause in the future with backlogs resulting in 
worsened conditions, leading to a greater demand on health services.

Just Stop Oil Stepping Up Protest
Just Stop Oil have been stepping up their efforts to demand that the government halts all new oil 
and gas licences consents for the exploration, development and production of  fossil fuels in the UK. 
On Friday they sprayed paint sprayed orange paint over the premises of  Rolex in Knightsbridge, 
which comes after similar action at the headquarters of  the Global Warming Policy Foundation and 
at a number of  high end car dealerships in Berkeley Square, London. They refuse to be intimidated 
by arrests and changes to the law, stating their protests are ‘an act of  resistance against a criminal 
government and their genocidal death project’.  While some commuters have been seeing trying to 
drag protesters from the roads, surely most of  us are with the people trying to bring attention to what 
is happening to our planet.

Shell Reported Second Highest Quarterly Profit
Our politicians talk about windfall taxes on the big energy companies but of  what use is this if  they 
simply do not pay them? Shell has reported its second highest quarterly profit on record but it has not 
paid the windfall tax. The energy giant said global profits reached £8.2bn between July and September, 
compared to £3.8bn during the same period last year. However, Shell has said that because it has made 
large investments in the UK, it does not expect to start paying windfall taxes until early next year. 
We should also be looking at those profits and asking why we, the ‘little’ people are paying more for 
energy while the rich just continue to increase their wealth.

Peter Tatchell Arrested and Detained in Qatar
Veteran campaigner Peter Tatchell said he was arrested and detained on the roadside in Qatar while 
staging a protest against the Gulf  state’s criminalisation of  LGBTQ+ people. The protest, in the capital, 
Doha, outside the National Museum of  Qatar, is said to be the first  LGBT+ protest in any Gulf  state. 
Officials quickly denied he was arrested and stated  Tatchell was “cordially and professionally asked to 
move to the sidewalk”, and that no arrests were made.
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OUR ROUND-UP FROM TRADE UNIONS
Compiled by Teodora Hansen
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Midwives and maternity support workers in Scotland vote to strike

The Royal College of  Midwives in Scotland have voted to strike. In a turnout 
of  61% of  those eligible to vote – above the government’s 50% turnout 
threshold – more than 88% of  midwives and maternity support workers 
voted to strike. Meanwhile, 94.6% said they would be prepared to take 
industrial action short of  strike, by doing no more than the minimum 
required by the rules of  their contract; often known as ‘working to rule’. 
Should industrial action take place, NHS employers in Scotland will be 
given adequate notice, the RCM said.

Customs workers being balloted on strike action

Workers in the Union for Borders, Immigration and Custom (ISU) have 
seldom taken industrial action (only happening previously in 1984 and 
2012). However, 3,500 workers will take part in a ballot over potential strike 
action in the coming week, which could see Border Force, visa officers, 
and immigration personnel walk out during the coming holiday season. 
They are demanding an 8% rise, still below inflation at 10.6%. 

Rail Union announces week of  industrial action

Rail union RMT will take strike action on 5, 7 and 9 of  November in the 
continuing dispute over jobs, conditions and pay. Network Rail members 
will be on strike on those days and members working for the train operating 
companies will take action on 5th of  November. In separate disputes, 
London Underground and Overground (Arriva Rail London) members will 
take strike action on November 10. The union will continue its industrial 
campaign until it has be reached a negotiated settlement on job security, 
pay and working conditions. RMT general secretary Mick Lynch said: “I 
call upon the new Prime Minister Rishi Sunak to unshackle the rail industry 
so they can come to a settlement with RMT. We will vigorously pursue our 
industrial campaign until we achieve a deal.”

Transport cleaners also  on strike

“More than 1 in 10 cleaners on the transport network are using food banks, 
an RMT survey has found. The union’s survey of  1,000 contracted out 
cleaners also found that over a quarter have skipped meals (28%), 1 in 3 are 
relying on credit cards to pay for cost of  living and 84% are struggling to 
make ends meet. RMT members working for the likes of  Churchill, Mitie 
and other wealthy contractors have had enough and are being balloted for 
strike action from today. They are asking for £15 an hour, company sick 
pay, decent holidays and good pensions. 

https://www.nursingtimes.net/news/workforce/midwives-in-scotland-vote-to-strike-over-insulting-pay-offer-28-10-2022/?eea=*EEA*#038;eea=UzNRQlVVWkdJeURUdUJLenBSNThpU1RpZS93R1R1NzJ6SXI5QVUxUUJGMD0%3D&#038;utm_source=acs&#038;utm_medium=email&#038;utm_campaign=CONE_NT_EDI_REG_Daily_28102022&#038;deliveryName=DM89640
https://www.euronews.com/travel/2022/10/26/uk-border-force-is-threatening-a-holiday-strike-heres-what-that-means-for-your-christmas-t
https://www.rmt.org.uk/news/rmt-update-on-national-rail-strike-days/
https://www.rmt.org.uk/news/rmt-launches-cleaners-ballot/rike-action-in-historic-ballot
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IS THE PERSONAL POLITICAL?

Next week’s question: Is the end of  capitalism inevitable? 
Send your answers (no more than 100 words) to: 

edgenotes@creatingsocialism.org
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The meaning of Politics (from Greek for ‘affairs of the cities') is 
the set of activities that are associated with making decisions in 
groups, or other forms of power relations among individuals, 
such as the distribution of resources or status. Capitalism requires 
that privately owned goods and services should have huge profit 
margins. Citizens are labelled and set within a divisive hierarchy of 
class and reward entitlement. Good education, housing and now health 
are reserved for the members higher up the chain. 
Poor wages and inadequate benefit levels are the most obvious political decisions that cause 
poverty and . malnutrition. Those living in poverty experience more ill health, poor mental 
health and continue to die younger than those from the working middle class! Poverty is a 
failed redistribution of resources, and therefore a political choice. So, yes I would say the ‘per-
sonal’ is very political. Lynne Edwards

Simplistic and to the point in the form of a letter to Sunak.

“You may well have dismissed the above expression as only being linked to the feminist move-
ment of the 60s and the 70s, with no relevance today. Wrong!
Richard, Jessica, Nadia,  Mark, Fiona, Winston’s daughter, and tens of thousands of others have 
had their lives almost ruined by  your government’s economic policies. Some have lost their 
homes, their jobs, had mental breakdowns, taken their own lives and been denied justice. They are 
struggling to exist. They have been hit even harder by the lack of protection and support. 
These people are angry. They see the link between the personal and the political. Be concerned”.
Marilyn Tyzack

The phrase "the personal is political" asserts that all relationships between men and women in the 
public sphere are based on power and dominance.
Intersectionality, inclusion, and other issues have blurred the black-and-white lines. Ability 
politics, religions, gender identity, LGBTQIA+ orientation, and colour politics have made strict 
binary considerations obsolete.
While politicians are seeking to try and turn back the clocks, people are still looking forwards. 
Consent has become essential to relationships, whether they are common law, or civil partner-
ships, or full marriages. Consenting relationships based on cooperation are becoming normalised.
Some people still can't understand these changes. Others embrace and celebrate them. Those who 
celebrate are on the right side of history. In the words of Morticia Addams, “Normal is an illusion. 
What's normal for the spider is chaos for the fly.” Fiat Knox

Everything is political, so of course the personal is political. The mistake however is to reduce 
politics to the personal meaning that politics becomes exclusively fixated on individual identity. 
Marx once remarked that we make our own history but not in circumstances of our own choos-
ing. In the same way that we cannot choose our parents we cannot choose our skin colour, sexual 
orientation, gender orientation or social circumstances. These are circumstances not of our 
choosing. But, what opportunities we get, what respect we are given, what achievements - these 
are how we make our own history. Yet even those things which we appear to control are domi-
nated by social circumstances and political decisions which control us, not the other way round. 
The personal is political and politics is personal. But it is so much more. Dave Middleton
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     Whatever happened to the Tory Party

Dave Middleton

Collage by Dave Middleton courtesy 
of images from Wikimedia Read online 

THERE used to be a TV show called ‘Whatever Happened to the 
Likely Lads?’. It starred James Bolam and Rodney Bewes and, 
although it is doubtful it would have weathered well, I remember 

thinking it was rather funny. The thought occurred to me as I was 
pondering the mess the Conservative Party have managed to manufacture 
for themselves. I can see a Panorama Special in 10 or 15 years time titled, 
‘Whatever happened to the Tory Party?’ This will be at a time when Sir Keir 
Starmer will be enjoying his third term in office, and people on Labour’s 
left, if  they haven’t been expelled, will be saying, “We know he hasn’t lifted 
the restrictions on strikes but give him time”, or “We know there are still 
millions in poverty but Lady Reeves of  Leeds has helped restore business 
confidence,” whilst the official government line on climate change will 
be, “We just have to learn to live with it”. But that’s for another day. What 
is happening now?
In December 2019 Boris Johnson presided over a near record victory for the Tories, securing a 
majority of  80 seats and winning their highest vote share since 1979. Fast forward three years. 
Johnson was ousted by a backbench revolt. Liz Truss has had to fire her Chancellor after he 
spent just 38 days in the job and then has resigned after just 44 days as PM. Opinion polls put 
the Tory vote share at under 20% (it could well be under 10% by the time you read this) and 
Labour are heading for their biggest victory ever, despite having a leader with zero charisma 
and even less in the radical policies department. What went wrong?
We should be clear about one thing. Nothing that has happened has been the result of  anything 
the opposition parties have done. None of  the parties opposing the Tories have a credible, or, 
more importantly, popular plan which has voters flocking to them. Indeed, had the Tories just 
kept their heads down, they could well have been on their way to a victory in 2024.

https://creatingsocialism.org/__trashed/ 
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External factors
On the other hand, the Johnson Government had to deal with two major events that could not be entirely 
blamed on them. COVID and a world recession. To be fair, any government would have found these a challenge, 
but the Tories gave the appearance of  not caring much about the first and seeing the second as simply an 
opportunity to cash in. 
When it became obvious that COVID was a pandemic affecting every country in the world, Johnson’s 
Government prevaricated and promoted the idea of  herd immunity, ignored the advice of  scientists, gave money 
to companies that either never existed or had links to Tory MPs and, in an act of  unbelievable insensitivity, held 
parties attended by ministers whilst telling the public that they could not even attend the funerals of  loved ones 
who had died from the virus. As a result the UK has one of  the highest death rates amongst the G20 nations. 
The loss of  public confidence though was less a consequence of  the death rate (people seem not to mind if  
people are dying so long as they are not their relatives) than the fact that politicians were not being forced to 
abide by the same rules as they were.
It is easy to forget, as we are now looking at the death throes of  undoubtedly the most ineffectual Prime 
Minister in living memory, just how shambolic Johnson’s reign as PM actually was. He often gave the impression 
of  being totally out of  his depth. Whereas his mussed hair and line in quips had endeared him to the public 
when he was a celebrity politician on shows such as Have I Got News For You, the public expect their Prime 
Ministers to, at least, give the appearance of  knowing what they are doing. That said, Labour’s right preferred a 
serial liar to Jeremy Corbyn. And, if  rumours are true, Johnson is planning a spectacular return in the wake of  
Truss’s disastrous mini-break as Tory leader.
Tories have short memories so let us remind them that as a succession 
of  mini scandals dogged his Government, so that even his most slavish 
devotees in the press had no option but to report them, Johnson’s 
favourability ratings plummeted. From a positive net rating in April/
May 2021, by January 2022 he had the support of  just 36% of  the 
public. It’s worth pointing out here that Starmer’s net rating was not 
much better. When asked by Ipsos-MORI whether they would be 
a good or bad Prime Minister, whilst only 21% were positive about 
Johnson, Starmer managed only 25%.

World Recession
Although COVID dominated the early part of  Johnson’s premiership, 
there has been a deepening world recession caused largely by a lack 
of  confidence amongst investors that has really put the knife into the 
Tory body politic. Of  course, the Tories are not responsible for a world 
recession, but they are responsible for pushing through a Brexit that
increased costs to British businesses, took key workers out of  our 
economy, and ensured that we cut off  important supply lines without 
establishing alternatives. Truss’s claim that we can ’enjoy’ the ’freedom’ of  Brexit shows how divorced the Tory 
Brexiteers are from reality. Penny Mordaunt, a Tory right favourite, had her opportunity to secure a good deal 
for the UK, but could barely be bothered to turn up to meetings and when she did had not prepared. 
Most countries in the G20 are facing rising inflation caused, in the main, by large multinational companies 
demanding an ever greater share of  the cake for their shareholders. Prices have been forced to rise, not because 
of  wages which, in most sectors, are still at 2008 levels, as dividends have increased. But economic incompetence 
by the UK Government has made sure our economy is suffering more than most.
The fight back against the  recession and profiteering from large companies, particularly energy companies, 
has been mostly centred on national solutions. The Tories have ummed and ah’d and been indecisive whilst 
they ignored the bigger picture and spent their summer infighting. Liz Truss, quite simply, had neither the 
intellectual capacity nor political instinct for the office she found herself  in, albeit fleetingly. Kwasi Kwarteng 
was the sacrificial lamb following an ideologically motivated mini-budget which sent the pound plummeting. 

New PM Rishi Sunak, the IMF’s 
choice Image: Wikimedia
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But his sacrificial slaughter was not a reaction to his trickle down myth which was putting money into the hands 
of  the rich whilst making the poor poorer, it was straightforwardly a means to buy time from the IMF and the 
international money markets. Like so much of  recent Tory performance it failed miserably.
Plenty of  people will point out that there is something decidedly undemocratic about 172,000 Conservative 
Party members deciding the next Prime Minister. I’m not sure it is. When Gordon Brown became Prime 
Minister in 2008 he was simply anointed by Blair. The point is we do not have a President and the Prime 
Minister is the leader of  the party that holds a majority. Nevertheless the policies that person implements 
should have been subject to debate in a general election. Truss simply pulled her favourite right-wing nonsense 
out of  her back pocket written on an envelope and proceeded to send the British economy into meltdown. 
That is profoundly undemocratic. Her successor could well be selected by 100 Tory MPs but whoever it is, and 
no matter how they get there, they will pretend that the manifesto they were elected on was just for the election 
and represents no contract with the electorate.

In the hands of  the IMF
The fact is that it was not 172,000 Conservative members who were dictating policy, it was/is the entirely 
unelected IMF and the even less visible money markets. At no time since Truss set the disastrous course she has 
put the UK on has anybody stopped to ask: how does this affect the least well-off  in our society? And, when 
I say nobody, I mean politicians or other members of  the elite. The fact is that the problem is not which party 
gets into office but that, in order to stay there, they must appease the money markets and their cheerleader, the 
IMF. That strikes me as profoundly undemocratic.
The slight correction in the course announced by Jeremy Hunt is not one which puts money into the hands 
of  ordinary people. It is one, dictated by the IMF, which will see cuts in public expenditure, real term cuts in 
benefits and pensions, and an ever shrinking public sector. This translated means fewer teachers, fewer nurses, 
lower wages across the public sector. And, yes, more money for the already super-rich as the Tories post-Brexit 
dream of  turning the UK into a tax haven becomes a reality.
Is there an alternative? There always is, but not in the policies being pursued by many on the so-called ‘left’. 
Proportional representation will not stop the dominance of  the IMF, MMT will not be the saviour of  the public 
sector, because the money markets will simply crash the pound in response, universal income will not insure 
the poor against inflation because, like minimum wages, they are in the gift of  governments who are there to 
do the bidding of  the IMF and the money markets. We need a radical and very deep overhaul of  the way our 
society operates, not just in one country, though we have to start somewhere, but worldwide. Until we break 
the obsession with ever more growth and more and more profits and our reliance on the confidence of  a tiny 
minority of  investors, then nothing can change. Change will probably not come through parliament because, 
whichever party is in power, there is an unwritten and unspoken rule which means the stability of  the markets 
will always take precedence over the suffering of  the victims of  the policies every government, left, right or 
centre, has to pursue. 
Our best hope for genuine change lies in the hands of  ordinary people seeing 
through a system in which the rich always win and deciding to act collectively to 
enact policies that satisfy the needs of  many rather than the greed of  the few. 
And for those who think the slow death of  the Tory Party is to be celebrated 
take a good look at the Labour Party. Its policies are designed to appeal to 
Tory voters and, more importantly, to appease the markets. Rather than fall 
foul of  the IMF, Labour’s oft-touted competence will be to show that given 
the keys to the shop they can be trusted to turn a profit. That means creating 
an environment that is good for investors regardless of  whether it is good for 
the poorest in society. It means more patriotism, harsher rules for would-be 
immigrants, a hostile environment for claimants, no favours for trade unions 
(forget what Starmer promised the TUC, that will not be a priority). Fiscal 
responsibility will become the new catchphrase and all blamed on the fact that The man who hopes to profit 

from the Tory chaos. Image: 
Wikimediathe Tories have, to cite a New Labour joke on leaving office, spent all the 

money. Perhaps the best response to the question ‘Whatever happened to the 
Tory Party?’ is that it morphed slowly, and steadily, into the Labour Party.
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A Marvellous Show That Stumbles, Yet 

SMASHes its Finish…
Harvey John

A legal drama? Set in the MCU? Starring a Hulk? A few years 
ago, I’d have told you to get packing, cause that idea is not 
making roots. For a series of  films known for their action 

sequences, the Marvel Cinematic Universe just didn’t seem like 
the place for a, slightly less action packed, super hero show…
about a lawyer! 
Yet, somehow, it works. Though admittedly it takes its time to get the ball rolling. It’s 
quite a bold creation to add to the MCU’s repertoire of  stories – it’s And you know 
what, that’s exactly what the show wants. 
She-Hulk is written and run by Jessica Gao (known for her work on Rick and 
Morty and famous for the much celebrated episode Pickle Rick).  Starring the 
fantastic Tatiana Maslany (Orphan Black, Strong) as the titular character, also 
known as Jennifer Walters Cousin to Bruce Banner aka The Hulk/Smart Hulk 
(Mark Ruffalo), Jen accidentally gains Hulk powers when a car crash causes Bruce’s 
radioactive blood to leak into an open wound. The result – she’s now a Hulk! But 
with a twist.
Unlike her cousin, Jen can actually consciously remain in control of  herself  when 
she shifts into Hulk form – an advantage Bruce doesn’t have. After a quick training 
montage, Jen is shown trying to live her life as if  she doesn’t possess immensely 
powerful super-powers. As you’d expect, this all goes horribly wrong, as a courtroom 
battle with her soon to be nemesis Titania ( The Good Place‘s Jamela Jamil) exposes 
her to the world.
Soon after, Jen is recruited into working as a lawyer for a company with a superhero 
law division where she deals with cases from various enhanced individuals – some 
of  these more familiar, such as her cousin’s former enemy, the now reformed Emil 
Blonsky, otherwise known as The Abomination (with Tim Roth returning to the 
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role). Other less familiar faces such as Leapfrog (Brandon Stanley), Mr Immortal (David Pasquis) and 
Man-Bull (Nathan Hurd) also appear. 
With her witty and glamorous BFF and assistant Nicky (Ginger Gonzago), the two set out to take the 
MCU by storm by defeating aspiring, or sometimes un-inspiring, villains, not by beating them up but 
via a much more savage method – taking them to court.
It would be fair to say that of  the past few MCU entries, She-Hulk has been the most divisive. 
From a certain standpoint, Gao’s show is out to make a point. Jennifer Walters is unabashedly brash, 
confident, quippy (and this will really rile up those critical male viewers) sexually active! Gasp (and 
with multiple partners too!). 
Far more so than being a female led show about a confident woman, Jennifer (in her 4th wall breaks) 
is brazen and uncompromising on her position that this is a lawyer show with a Hulk, not a Hulk 
show that happens to be about a lawyer. And that is very much the essence of  this series. It’s not about 
action, it’s not about a big-bad with equal power fighting back in the climatic finale episode. 
This is a comedy and it sticks to its guns, even when it maybe feels like it shouldn’t (We’re all looking 
at you Emil, someone called the Abomination should NOT sound like a Sesame Street character). 
There are points when one does begin to wonder where this show fits in the broader scope of  the 
MCU and Phase 4. It’s not quite as silly as Thor: Love and Thunder, yet not quite as serious in tone 
as Moon Knight. There aren’t any high stakes, there isn’t an action scene in every episode. At a certain 
point you might even begin to wonder if  this show even takes place in the same universe as Spider-
Man and Star Lord. 
Yet, that could be the very strength of  the show – that it is not a high stakes action packed joke fest 
filled with special effects that are meant to dazzle the visual cortex of  the mind. It is, as it has quite 
often reminded us in those 4th wall breaks, a lawyer show! A half  hour comedy once a week meant 
to entertain and relax us. Not provide us with a developing plot that culminates in an hour-long finale 
which mainly consists of  CGI and stunt doubles getting winded. 
In a period of  time where television viewers are often starting the week with something heavy such as 
House of  The Dragon and ending on Rings of  Power, both of  which are building towards fictional 
eras filled to the brim with grief  and gore, She-Hulk instead provides us with a much simpler story 
with characters we can easily feel comfortable with, as they navigate the often sketchy, and always a 
little ridiculous, elements of  superhero law. 
If  I were to say anything about this show in criticism, I would have to say that perhaps it could do 
with a better marketing scheme and less well-recognised guest stars (you’ll know whom I refer to). I 
understand that, as a mostly action-less MCU entry, and starring a woman Hulk no less, to appeal to 
their general fanbase, Season 1 needs to have appearances from the broader MCU to invite viewers in. 
Don’t get me wrong, I love seeing some of  our New York hero crowd making their limited appearances 
(Ruffalo was also appreciated), but this pulls away from the overall intentions of  the show, causing 
it to falter mid-season and even lose some interest as many viewers (myself  included) were simply 
waiting for the guest appearances we’d been teased about, all but briefly, nigh on a month before the 
finale. 
This show is a good show. It can stand on its own two feet, and its footing is further re-enforced by 
its lead actor’s fantastic ability to keep us engaged even in episodes that lack the anticipated guest 
appearance. If  given a Season 2, I would say keep guest appearances to a minimum, one at most. Also, 
if  you were planning on watching the show but hadn’t before – do so NOW!
She-Hulk is a good example that some shows are worth bingeing. Whilst each individual episode is 
entertaining in and of  itself, overall, I’d have probably enjoyed and engaged more with them over a 
single viewing than a nine week stretch. 
This isn’t a perfect show but it’s far from deserving of  the hate it receives. She-Hulk’s first season is 
entirely available for a good watch (aka BINGE) on Disney+ right now. Otherwise, this is Harvey 
John, signing off. 
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Mike Davis RIP
Mike Stanton

https://creatingsocialism.org/

Mike Davis, socialist, academic and bestselling author, has died at home in 
California. He was a socialist first of  all and, unlike many academics who 
have espoused socialism, he has always rooted his ideas in the practical 

issues thrown up by working class struggle. 
Davis was born into a working class family. His father was a meat cutter and a union man. His mother came 
from a poor Irish catholic background. They had hitchhiked to California during the Great Depression. 
When his dad suffered a heart attack, Davis took his place as a meat cutter for two years before becoming 
a truck driver and taking part in Teamster Union strikes. As a student he was active in the Civil Rights 
Movement and organising opposition to the war in Vietnam.
Whatever the issue – racism, gender injustice, climate change – he always argued that it could only be 
properly opposed if  we understood how all oppression and exploitation was rooted in the economic and 
social structures of  Capitalism. 
His books were both scholarly and brilliantly written for public consumption. Many became best sellers 
and won literary prizes in the USA despite his unashamed Marxism. So what to read? In the obituaries I 
have read, all mention City of  Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles. But there are many others, 
including Prisoners of  the American Dream, Old Gods, New Enigmas and his final book, co-written with 
Joe Wiener,  Set the Night on Fire: L.A. In the Sixties.
It would have been simple for Davis to take the money and run. But he remained true to his beliefs 
throughout his life. As he said in an interview in 2018 when describing how he lived and fought as an 
“old-school socialist.”
First, socialism — the belief  that the earth belongs to labor — is my moral being. In fact, it is my religion, 
the values that anchor the commitments that define my life.
Second, “old school” implies putting in work year after year for the good cause. In academia one runs 
across people who call themselves Marxists and go to lots of  conferences but hardly ever march on a 
picket line, go to a union meeting, throw a brick or simply help wash the dishes after a benefit.
And you could be principled without becoming dogmatic.
Finally, plain “socialist” expresses identification with the broad movement and the dream rather than with 
a particular program or camp. […] Moral dilemmas and hard choices come with the turf, and they cannot 
be evaded with “correct lines.”
We cannot all write like Mike Davis, but we can all live by our socialist principles as he did.
What keeps us going, ultimately, is our love for each other, and our refusal to bow our heads, to accept the 
verdict, however all-powerful it seems. It’s what ordinary people have to do. You have to love each other. 
You have to defend each other. You have to fight.


